The weak gravity conjecture (WGC) asserts a powerful consistency condition on gauge theories coupled to quantum gravity: an Abelian, long-range force requires a state of charge q and mass m such that q > m/m Pl . Failure of this condition implies the existence of stable black hole remnants and is in tension with no-hair theorems. In this paper, we argue that the WGC creates a nonperturbative obstruction to naturalness, which is the notion that dimensionless coefficients should take on O(1) values in the absence of enhanced symmetry. As an illustration, we show that for scalar quantum electrodynamics, a natural spectrum can actually be forbidden by the WGC, which bounds a radiatively unstable quantity, m, by a radiatively stable quantity, q. More generally, the WGC can be at odds with naturalness in any theory containing charged fundamental scalars. We extend the conditions of the WGC to more complicated theories with multiple gauge symmetries and particles. Finally, we discuss implications for the hierarchy problem and construct a simple model in which the natural value of the electroweak scale-at the cutoff-is forbidden by the WGC.
In physical terms, the WGC asserts that gravity is the weakest force. While this is certainly true of gravity's strength relative to electromagnetism, theoretical evidence strongly suggests that this criterion is a universal requirement of any self-consistent quantum field theory. The authors of Ref. [1] presented a host of examples from field theory and string theory, all satisfying the WGC. They also devised a proof by contradiction: in a theory that fails Eq. (1), extremal Reissner-Nordström black holes are exactly stable. The spectrum contains a large number of stable black hole remnants, in tension with holographic bounds [2, 3] and afflicted with various quantum gravitational and thermodynamic pathologies [4, 5] . Notably, the WGC also highlights the inherent inconsistency of exact global symmetries, corresponding to the q → 0 limit. Global charges are not conserved by quantum gravity [6, 7] and, in accordance with no-hair theorems [8] , a stationary black hole is fully characterized by its mass, spin, and charge. In this paper, we discuss the WGC and its implications for naturalness in quantum field theory. Fundamentally, a connection arises because the WGC bounds the mass of a state from above by its charge. Yet in theories with fundamental scalars, the former is quadratically divergent while the latter is merely logarithmically divergent. * clifford.cheung@caltech.edu; gremmen@theory.caltech.edu 1 We define the Planck mass, m Pl , such that Eq. (1) is saturated for an extremal black hole.
The principle of naturalness stipulates that the masses of fundamental scalars should be renormalized up to the cutoff of the effective field theory. However, if the charges are small, heavy scalars are inconsistent with the WGC and a natural spectrum may actually be forbidden.
In subsequent sections, we analyze the interplay between the WGC and naturalness in quantum electrodynamics (QED), starting with the basic case of a single Abelian gauge symmetry. Afterwards, we expand to the case of multiple gauge symmetries and derive a generalization of the WGC. Finally, we discuss the possible implications of the WGC for the hierarchy problem and naturalness of the electroweak scale.
The Limits of Naturalness. First, let us briefly summarize the justification for the WGC presented in Ref. [1] . We consider a U (1) gauge theory together with an assortment of charged species labeled by i. Each species represents a particle and anti-particle of charge q i and −q i , respectively, and mass m i . For later convenience, we define dimensionless charge to mass ratios,
Next, let us consider a black hole of charge Q and mass M decaying solely to particles of species i. This decay process can occur via Hawking radiation or Schwinger pair production [9, 10] . By conservation of charge, the decay must produce Q/q i particles. On the other hand, conservation of energy dictates that the total rest mass of the final state, m i Q/q i , be strictly less than M . In terms of the charge to mass ratio of the black hole, Z = Q m Pl /M , this implies that z i > Z. An extremal black hole corresponds to Z = 1 and will be exactly stable unless there exists some state i such that z i > 1. This is precisely the criterion specified by the WGC. The WGC is quite straightforward at tree-level, but subtleties arise when introducing radiative corrections.
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For example, in fermionic QED, because q and m run with renormalization scale, so too does their ratio. Naïvely, this introduces an ambiguity in the definition of q/m, but as noted in Ref. [1] , the appropriate scale to evaluate q/m should be the physical mass of the particle. Indeed, this is the mass scale that is actually relevant to the kinematics of extremal black hole decay, which provides the justification for the WGC.
However, the question of radiative stability becomes much more interesting for the case of scalar QED:
where 
Here a and b are incalculable, ultraviolet-sensitive dimensionless coefficients. For the moment, let us assume that δm 2 is positive so that the theory remains in the Coulomb phase. In a theory that complies with the principle of naturalness, the physical mass of φ cannot be parametrically smaller than its radiative corrections. Equivalently, the counterterm for the scalar mass should not introduce a delicate cancellation. This is formally the same as the requirement that the coefficients a and b take on O(1) values.
Let us set the physical mass squared for φ to its natural value, δm 2 . This may be very large, but the WGC forbids its mass from exceeding its charge in Planck units. Concretely, the charge to mass ratio of φ is
where the WGC implies that z > 1. If the quartic coupling is smaller than the charge, q 2 λ, then we find
which is the perfectly reasonable requirement that the cutoff not far exceed the Planck scale. However, something curious happens if one considers the opposite hierarchy among couplings: q 2 λ. Notably, this limit is stable under radiative corrections. In this case, the WGC implies that
As q 2 /λ → 0, this can only be satisfied if b → 0, indicating a mandatory fine-tuning in order to satisfy the WGC. Thus, we are left with a remarkable conclusion: scalar QED with q 2 λ and masses dictated by the naturalness principle is at odds with the WGC and thus inconsistent with a quantum theory of gravity. It resides in the swampland rather than the landscape. In the absence of new physics below the cutoff, this implies a failure of the principle of naturalness.
Let us stress that we have not simply traded a hierarchy problem of mass scales for an equivalent hierarchy problem of couplings. The crucial distinction is that small charges are radiatively stable and thus technically natural. Hence, the choice of q 2 λ is no worse in principle that the smallness of the electron Yukawa.
Still, it may be possible to reconcile naturalness with the WGC if we modify some of our underlying assumptions. In particular, the story changes substantially if i) New physics enters below the cutoff.
ii) Hierarchies among couplings are disallowed.
iii) Radiative spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs.
Each of these options is a non-trivial adjustment of the original scalar QED theory. Let us consider each in turn.
Option i). The simplest way to reconcile the WGC with naturalness is to introduce new dynamics below the cutoff. For example, there could be new light states that regulate the quadratic divergences of φ, effectively lowering Λ. Of course, this particular option is not very satisfying because it resolves the contradiction by eliminating the hierarchy problem altogether. There is, however, a more interesting alternative. Consider the case where the new light states do not even couple to φ. The quadratic divergence of φ is robust and m is very large. However, if one of these new light states happens to satisfy Eq. (1), then φ is simply irrelevant. The WGC and naturalness can thus be reconciled.
Option ii). In principle, it may be that such a drastic hierarchy among couplings, q 2 λ, is somehow strictly forbidden. This happens, for example, in supersymmetric theories where the quartic scalar interactions arise from D-terms, so q 2 ∼ λ. This relationship among couplings persists even if the supersymmetry breaking scale is at or above Λ, since logarithmic running does not drastically alter the hierarchy of q 2 /λ. For the very same reason, models of high scale supersymmetry still offer predictions for the sizes of low energy couplings [11] . Of course, N = 1 supersymmetry is not sufficient to forbid a hierarchy among couplings since quartic scalar interactions can also arise from F -terms, which are unrelated to the gauge couplings.
Option iii). It is possible that radiative corrections induce a tachyon for φ, driving the theory into the Higgs phase. In this scenario, the notion of charge becomes illdefined. Mathematically speaking, the charge and mass eigenbases need not commute, so the meaning of q/m is ambiguous. More importantly, the WGC is simply not justified in the Higgs phase. The original argument for the WGC [1] relied on the existence of stable extremal black holes. However, as a consequence of no-hair theorems, there are no stationary black hole solutions supporting classical hair from a massive photon [12] . Remarkably, this is independent of the size of the black hole relative to the scale of Higgsing. If a black hole accretes a U (1) charged particle, it briefly supports an associated electric field, but after a time of order the photon Compton wavelength, it soon balds [13] when the gauge field is radiated away to infinity or through the horizon. If the WGC is indeed applicable to gauge theories in the Higgs phase, the reason must come from a new argument.
More Forces, More Particles. We have focused on the case of a single particle charged under an Abelian gauge symmetry, but it is straightforward to extend our results to include multiple charged species of various spins. Here, the WGC simply implies that at least one state in the spectrum must satisfy Eq. (1) after taking into account radiative corrections. Consequently, there will be violations of the naturalness principle in parameter regions that exhibit a hierarchy between charges and the couplings that generate quadratic divergences (quartic couplings, Yukawa couplings).
The story becomes much more interesting in the case of multiple particles charged under multiple Abelian gauge symmetries. Concretely, consider a product gauge group N a=1 U (1) a together with a set of particles i with charges q ia and masses m i . For convenience, we represent the charges, q i = q ia , and charge to mass ratios, z i = q ia m Pl /m i , as vectors of the SO(N ) symmetry that transforms the N photons among each other. If present, photon kinetic mixing can be removed by a general linear transformation on the photons, which is equivalent to redefining charge vectors of states in the theory.
Our goal is to generalize the WGC to account for the fact that particles can be multi-charged. Clearly, in such cases, Eq. (1) is inadequate and must be upgraded to a constraint on q i and m i . This scenario was briefly alluded to in Ref. [1] , but a detailed analysis will reveal quantitative differences between the WGC as applied to a single U (1) versus many. By symmetry, we know that the proper generalization of the WGC must be a fully SO(N ) invariant statement. A naïve possibility is that the WGC requires the existence of at least one species i for which | z i | > 1. However, this is not sufficientit guarantees the existence of one particle of large total charge, but black holes that carry orthogonal types of charge will be exactly stable. An alternative possibility is much more stringent: for each U (1) there exists a species i charged under that U (1) such that | z i | > 1. Curiously, this is still incorrect-as we will see, this condition is actually weaker than the true generalized WGC.
To determine the proper generalization of the WGC,z we revisit the kinematics of black hole decay. Consider a black hole of charge Q, mass M , and charge to mass ratio Z = Q m Pl /M . If this black hole decays to a final state comprised of n i particles of species i, then charge and energy conservation imply that Q = i n i q i and M > i n i m i . If σ i = n i m i /M is the fraction of the total mass in the final state coming from species i, then by energy conservation, Z = i σ i z i and 1 > i σ i . Thus, in order for the black hole to decay, Z must be a subunitary weighted average of z i . This criterion has a simple geometric interpretation in terms of the space of charges. Draw each vector z i and − z i corresponding to the charge to mass ratio of each fundamental particle and anti-particle in the spectrum. A weighted average of z i defines the convex hull spanned by the vectors ± z i , which in turn delineates the space of Z that is unstable to decay. Conversely, any state on the boundary of or outside of the convex hull is exactly stable. Since extremal black holes correspond to | Z| = 1, the generalized WGC requires that the convex hull spanned by ± z i contain the unit ball.
As a concrete example, consider a simple model of two Abelian factors and two charged states. The left and right panels of Fig. (1) represent two possible incarnations of this theory, distinguished by two choices for the charge to mass ratios of the charged particles. Black holes of all possible charges are represented by the unit disc. The left panel of Fig. (1) depicts a theory that is consistent with the WGC because the unit disc is fully contained in the convex hull. Extremal black holes correspond to the boundary of this disc and can decay. On the other hand, the right panel of Fig. (1) depicts a theory that violates the WGC, as there are regions of the unit disc not within the convex hull, which correspond to stable black hole remnants. Remarkably, this theory fails the WGC in spite of the fact that | z 1 | > 1 and | z 2 | > 1. Indeed, some simple geometry shows that the WGC imposes the more stringent constraint that
For example, given orthogonal charges of equal magnitude, | z 1 | = | z 2 | = z and z 1 ⊥ z 2 , the condition in Eq. (8) implies that z > √ 2. This bound is manifestly stronger than the z > 1 condition required for theories with a single U (1) . Note that the WGC places constraints on z 1 and z 2 that are not mathematically independent. Indeed, were we to experimentally observe a particular value of z 1 , this would immediately fix a non-trivial and dependent bound z
A similar analysis can be applied to a model with N Abelian factors and N charged states. For simplicity, consider the case in which each particle is charged under a single U (1) and has a charge to mass ratio vector of equal magnitude, so z ia = δ ia z for some z. The convex hull defined by ± z i is an N -dimensional cross-polytope, which is the N -dimensional generalization of an octahedron. Since the cross-polytope has circumradius z, the largest ball contained in the cross-polytope has radius z/ √ N . Requiring that the radius of this ball be greater than unity then implies that z > √ N , which is parametrically stronger than the condition required for a single Abelian factor.
The constraint from the WGC grows at large N , but it should be noted that this is only true assuming a fixed value of the physical Planck scale, m Pl . In general, the presence of N additional species will renormalize the strength of gravity [14] [15] [16] 
2 . If these corrections enhance m Pl by a factor of √ N , then all factors of N encountered in our earlier analyses precisely cancel. In other words, in a theory with fixed Lagrangian parameters and cutoff, the limit from the WGC is independent of N at large N . A similar phenomenon was discussed in Ref. [1] in the context of N Abelian factors Higgsed down to a diagonal U (1) subgroup. Finally, we note that the large-N limit of the WGC introduces a large Z N 2 symmetry, which is subject to the large-N species bounds considered in Ref. [14] .
Having established the multi-charge generalization of the WGC, let us return to the question of naturalness.
Consider a U (1)
N gauge theory together with a collection of scalars φ i of charges q i and masses m i ,
where
and a i and b i are O(1) ultraviolet-sensitive coefficients. The charge to mass ratio vector for φ i is
The WGC at least requires that for each U (1) there is a state i charged under that Abelian factor such that | z i | > 1. As shown earlier, this is a necessary albeit not sufficient condition for the WGC. Using that q i /| q i | is a unit normalized vector, then | z i | > 1 implies that
In analogy with the case of a single Abelian factor, the q 2 i λ i regime corresponds to the reasonable requirement of a sub-Planckian cutoff, while q 2 i λ i implies tension with the naturalness principle. As noted earlier, the most stringent requirement of the WGC-that the convex hull spanned by ± z i contain the unit ball-places a limit that is stronger than Eq. (12) by a factor of order √ N for fixed m Pl .
The Hierarchy Problem. The WGC creates an obstruction to naturalness in theories with charged fundamental scalars. We have presented explicit examples in which natural regions of parameter space are forbidden by the WGC. In these theories, fine-tuning is required to maintain consistency with quantum gravity. While interesting from a field theoretic point of view, this observation may also have phenomenological implications. Indeed, naturalness has been the primary organizing principle for physics beyond the standard model for many decades. With the recent discovery of the Higgs boson [17, 18] , it is now clear that nature permits the existence of fundamental scalars, thus highlighting the essential question currently confronting particle phenomenology: is the electroweak scale natural? In this paper we suggest a new possibility: the electroweak scale is unnatural, but only because a natural value of the weak scale-at the cutoff-would be in violation of the WGC. The obvious path is to relate the electroweak scale to the mass m of a particle that carries a very tiny charge q. The standard model gauge couplings are O(1), so this avenue requires the introduction of an additional U (1) gauge symmetry beyond the standard model. It is tempting to then charge the Higgs, but this will spontaneously break the U (1), nullifying the validity of the WGC in this context.
On the other hand, we are allowed to charge the standard model fermions, whose masses are generated by the Higgs vacuum expectation value, v ∼ 246 GeV. Specifically, let us consider a very weakly gauged unbroken U (1) B−L symmetry. To cancel anomalies we introduce a right-handed neutrino ν R that combines with the lefthanded neutrino ν L to form a U (1) B−L preserving Dirac mass term of the form m ννL ν R +h.c., where m ν ∼ y ν v is controlled by the electroweak symmetry breaking scale.
The particle with the largest charge to mass ratio is the lightest neutrino. Assuming its mass is of order the neutrino mass scale, m ν 0.1 eV [19, 20] , we fix the charge to be extremely small: q ∼ m ν /m Pl ∼ 10 −29 . As emphasized before, while q is tiny, this choice is technically natural. For this value of q, the WGC is just marginally satisfied by the lightest neutrino. Thus, at fixed Yukawa coupling y ν , were the electroweak scale any higher than its measured value, the WGC would fail. In such a model, regions of parameter space favored by naturalness-and an electroweak scale at the cutoffare forbidden. While this model is a proof of concept, it does have a prediction: a massless gauge boson coupled to standard model fermions with a very small coupling. Despite stringent limits on fifth force couplings, a charge of this infinitesimal size is not yet excluded. Current limits on the charge associated with U (1) B−L require, in our units, q 10 −24 [21, 22] , within five orders of magnitude of the prediction of the model above. Moreover, these bounds are likely to be improved by several orders of magnitude due to new astrophysical [23] , lunar ranging [24] , and upcoming satellite-based [25] [26] [27] tests of apparent equivalence principle violation. Lastly, the model is not constrained cosmologically because the new gauge boson does not thermalize in the early Universe.
More generally, this mechanism can be incorporated into any theory where the electroweak scale is the dominant source of mass for a U (1) millicharged state. For example, this state could be dark matter, provided it acquires its mass from electroweak symmetry breaking [28] and is charged under an unbroken U (1) dark force. For weak scale dark matter, a charge of q ∼ 10 −16 is sufficient to saturate the WGC and forbid the electroweak scale from taking its natural value at the cutoff.
Conclusions. In summary, we have shown that certain quantum field theories manifest an inherent tension between naturalness and consistency with quantum gravity. For the simple example of scalar QED, we showed that natural regions of parameter space can be forbidden by the WGC. We developed a generalization of the WGC to theories with multiple particles and gauge fields, to illustrate how naturalness in more complex quantum field theories is similarly limited. Finally, we discussed possible connections between the WGC and the hierarchy problem, presenting a model that would mandate the observed small electroweak scale while respecting experimental limits.
